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As I have done recently we start with a few photos of “9s” being as this is the 9th month 
of the year, one of which featured in my Sweden EAA VM slideshow on 1st September.

DC-9-32CF

Dynamic WT-9



Funk FK-9

MiG 9

LAST MEETING

The main feature on 1st September was “100 years of Douglas aircraft – Part 2” which 
focused upon the military side of the business and which traced those designs that can 
be attributed to the Douglas lineage. This was a mammoth task for Andy to put together
and he could not have done so without the support of Nick Challoner’s research and 
Michael Jones’s technical skills plus the photo contributions from branch members and 
other Air-Britain members, plus the archives of various museums in the US.  My 
personal thanks to all concerned. A brilliant effort.



Support features were Michael J’s monthly Stansted round up, some of my memories 
of a day trip to Sweden, and a taster from Michael Hibbins for his full presentation next 
month (see Next Meeting below)

A couple of my shots which didn’t make Andy’s presentation

C-FZTC Douglas B-26C of Air Spray snapped at Red Deer in 2008 – one of around 8
present in various states of disrepair



Douglas C-47A N47E “Miss Virginia” (ex 43-30665) I snapped at Sun ‘n Fun one year

Another one not to make the final cut in Andy’s brilliant “Douglas aircraft” presentation
the R4D-5, 

BuNo 39092 which is a former U. S. Army Air Force C-47A, seen launching from the
“USS Philippine Sea” (CV-47), 30 January 1947, during Operation High-jump. 

Yes, taking off from an aircraft carrier using JATO assistance. Astonishing

I also obtained permission to use this photo in our Douglas presentation when Andy
asked  me  to  try  and  obtain  images  of  various  Douglas  types  including  the  O-2.
However, when Dave Welch reverted to me with his “OK to use” email he did point out
my “mis-pole” as it  is in fact a Doyle O-2! This turned out to be a rather delightful
vintage type and I include it simply because I rather like it.



And here’s one of mine that missed the cut in the Sweden presentation

MFI 15-200 SE-XUL with underwing stores/armament pods (hopefully empty).



When I asked Andy if I could have some music for my Sweden selection he wouldn’t
use the track I’d chosen as – and it’s obvious when you think about it, and I hadn’t! –it

must be instrumental or else the voice track would interfere with his narrative. So, just
to show what you could have had here’s a photo of the gorgeous Charlotte Nillson who

sang my originally chosen track “Take me to your Heaven” for Sweden in the
Eurovision 1999. Maybe this will entice you to hear it on Spotify!

BRANCH NEWS

I am sure you will all join me in congratulating the new Mr & Mrs Michael and Izzy
Hibbins who, despite all  the obstacles faced due to Covid-19, tied the knot on 22nd

August. For those who didn’t see the card I sent on behalf of the branch the cover is
repeated below.



Also some heart warming news is that on 30th August both Andy Goldsmith and Nick
Challoner very kindly  responded to my “Lady Needs Assistance” email  plea in the
month and that  afternoon went to pre-arranged sites at  STN to take photos of  the
arrival of EZY 3022 from Split. In addition Michael Jones volunteered to take photos of
the flight as it approached the airport plus making FR24 tracking screenshots. This was
following a request I had received from the partner of that flight’s Captain who was
making  his  last  landing  before  redundancy  due  to  EZY  closing  its  STN  base  the
following day. He had been flying out of STN for 28 years, with Air UK and Go before
EZY. The lady readily agreed to make a donation to EHAA when, naturally, all three
declined personal payments.

G-EZUR on approach – Nick Challoner

Great close ups by Andy Goldsmith



FR24 Screenshots by Michael Jones



Great generosity with time from all three but it didn’t end there as Nick also recorded 
the radio transmissions with STN Tower and Andy is putting together a full selection of 
images/sound for a Powerpoint presentation which will be passed onto Captain Nick 
Harewood and Martina for a wonderful memento of that final landing. I am sure F/O 
James Fraser will also be a happy recipient.  As a bonus some of Nick’s other photos 
of different EZY landing are being passed onto a second flight crew who were also on 
their final duty with EZY. I understand that this presentation will be included in next 
month’s VM.

Andy is also proposing to write an article for Air-Britain’s quarterly publication Aviation 
World – I can only hope its new editor is rather more receptive than he was to my offer 
of a short article on how our branch has tackled the Covid restrictions with its Virtual 
Meetings. 

Stansted Scene

8th August – some very positive signs that international travel is beginning to recover 

with the arrival at STN of no less than 7 Pegasus  flights including 4 from Istanbul 
which isn’t exactly a destination for the bucket and spade brigade

12th August – as reported on various forums Air X Charter plans to operate weekly
charters between  STN and Bridgetown (Barbados) on behalf of tour operator Blue Sky
Luxury and aircraft  charter broker Caledonian Jets. Services will  use AirX Charter's
A340-300, 9H-BIG which is configured for up to 100 passengers. The commencement
date has, unsurprisingly, slipped.

17th August – easyJet confirmed it is closing its base at STN wef 1st September but,
unlike the situation at SEN, EZY will still continue to have services into STN. Job losses
at STN are inevitable though.

24th August - even more Turkey flights with an incredible 12 today by Anadolu Jet
and Pegasus combined.  

28th August – STN is a bit closer – perhaps – to seeing the 737MAX again as EU 
aviation regulators have now scheduled some flight tests. The European Union 
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) said the tests would take place in Vancouver, Canada 
in the week beginning 7 September. However, EASA has reiterated that clearance by 
the US Federal Aviation Administration will not automatically mean a clearance to fly in 
Europe.

29th August  – the Emirates re-start  to  STN has been postponed by  3  months  to
December

30th August – Per Ninian Yule’s site, in mid August STN was the  2nd busiest UK
airport with 384 movements, as expected LHR with 536 was busiest

30th August – early evening saw  RAF Typhoons scramble and at 11,000’ escort
Lauda  A320  OE-LMB  into  STN  where  it  was  directed  to  park  Northside  after
“suspicious objects” were found in a toilet.  



 Photos thanks to Michael Jones

Two men were taken off the ‘plane and held under the Terrorism Act. The Typhoons
were  reported  as  being  ZK319  and  ZK369.  However,  on  the  31st both  men  were
released when it was discovered the suspicious object was a mobile ‘phone!  Better
safe than sorry.

A selection of Andy Goldsmith’s Stansted photos for the month

N326UP  Boeing 767-34AF of UPS on 12th August



9H-TAJ A330-343E of HiFly Malta on 12th August

TC-LJO Boeing 777-FF2 of THY on 27th August

Cessna 525B  D-COWB on 27th August



Covid-19 Impact 

1st August  -  British Airways owner  IAG has said it  will  take until  at  least  2023 for
passenger levels to recover from the impact of the Coronavirus pandemic. IAG, which
also owns Aer Lingus, posted a loss of €4.2bn (£3.8bn) in the first half of the year as
demand for air travel collapsed amid the pandemic. Passenger numbers were down
98%, and the group plans to cut 12,000 jobs. IAG said it planned to raise €2.75bn, and
had support for this from its main shareholder, Qatar Airways

3rd August - Boeing 737MAX. The FAA issued a wide-ranging list of changes and
actions it wants to be made by Boeing before the 737MAX can fly again commercially.
Proposed changes include updating flight control software, revising crew procedures
and rerouting internal wiring. Boeing now hopes to get the 737 Max back in the air early
next year.

5TH August –  as mentioned in my Stop Press last month  Virgin Atlantic filed for
protection under Chapter 15 under the US Bankruptcy code. 

16th August –  Malta Air. Branch member Bob Mulford reported on the Google STN
site that just two of the umpteen re-registered RYR fleet had yet to visit STN, 9H-QDP
and 9H-QEO

9H-QBU registered to Malta Air and caught by Andy Goldsmith landing at STN on 1st July

18th August -  Ryanair said it  will  cut capacity by 20% in September and October
following  "notably  weakened"  bookings  in  recent  days  driven  by  "uncertainty  over
recent Covid case rates in some EU countries". Cuts will mostly be in flight numbers as
opposed to route closures.



25th August -  Virgin Atlantic wins backing from its creditors for a £1.2bn rescue
plan  that  will  secure  its  future  for  at  least  the  next  18  months.  The  airline  said
shareholders plus the banks, aircraft owners and suppliers to whom it owed money,
had approved the plan. It had previously warned it would run out of cash by September
without the deal. VS will now need approval from the High Court in London, which it will
seek on 2 September. The £1.2bn rescue deal involves £400m in new cash, half of
which will come from its main shareholder, Sir Richard Branson's Virgin Group. It is
cutting 3,500 staff, but the airline has said the remaining 6,500 jobs should be secure

25th August -  American Airlines said it  will  cut  19,000 jobs in October when a
government wage support scheme extended to airlines during the pandemic comes to
an end. The cuts, on top of voluntary departures and leave, would leave its workforce
30% smaller than it was in March.

26th August  –  Rolls Royce announced plans  to  close one of  its  UK factories  in
Nottinghamshire,  as  a  drastic  cost-cutting  drive  continues  at  the  struggling  plane
engine maker. The company warned warning it will be years before demand recovers
in the commercial aerospace sector. Earnings are based on the hours its engines fly.
Rolls-Royce announced plans to slash 9,000 jobs worldwide in May and all of its civil
aerospace sites were put under review, as part of a drive to save £1.3bn ($1.7bn) a
year. Now Rolls-Royce has confirmed a site in Annesley, Nottinghamshire, will shut for
good by 2023. Manufacturing of engine blades for newer Trent engines will also stop by
2023 at its Bankfield site in Barnoldswick, Lancashire and the nearby Ghyll Brow plant
could also face closure.

What, Where, When



August Answer

The  Avro  Canada  VZ-9  Avrocar was  a  VTOL aircraft  developed  by  Avro
Canada as part of a secret U.S. military project carried out in the early years of the
Cold War.[2] The Avrocar intended to exploit the Coandă effect to provide lift and thrust
from a single "turborotor" blowing exhaust out the rim of the disk-shaped aircraft. In the
air, it would have resembled a flying saucer. 

Originally designed as a fighter-like aircraft capable of very high speeds and altitudes,
the project was repeatedly scaled back over time and the  U.S. Air Force eventually
abandoned it. Development was then taken up by the U.S. Army for a tactical combat
aircraft  requirement,  a  sort  of  high-performance  helicopter.[3] In  flight  testing,  the
Avrocar proved to have unresolved thrust and stability  problems that  limited it  to a
degraded, low-performance flight envelope; subsequently, the project was cancelled in
September 1961. 

Through the history of the program, the project was referred to by a number of different
names. Avro referred to the efforts as Project  Y,  with individual  vehicles known as
Spade and Omega. Project Y-2 was later funded by the U.S. Air Force, who referred to
it as WS-606A, Project 1794 and Project Silver Bug. When the U.S. Army joined the
efforts it took on its final name "Avrocar", and the designation "VZ-9", part of the U.S.
Army's VTOL projects in the VZ series.                                                                
 From Wikipedia



Aviation Anagrams

Aircraft Type = DECOLLETE HACKER 
Airline = ATTIRING CALVIN 
Manufacturer = DIEHARDS WEEKLY  

Answers to August’s Anagrams :

Aircraft type teaser = INBORN NERVOSA = Robinson Raven
Airline Teaser = CERTIFY ABLY = BA Cityflyer
Manufacturer = Customary African Lapdog  = Douglas Aircraft Company

Robinson R44 Raven

BA Cityflyer Embraer ERJ-190SR



Douglas EA-1E Skyraider N65154 at Oshkosh 2013

SEPTEMBER QUIZ – Being the 9th month of the year, what are these nine 
“nines”? A nice easy set of questions this time.



 

 

Next Meeting

At 8pm on Tuesday 6th October the main feature will be Andy’s interpretation of Michael
Hibbin’s “A Weekend in Provence”. I have seen a preview and the presentation covers 
something for just about everyone whether their interests are GA, military, museums, 
airliners, or gliders and the images are interspersed with helpful maps and a frequently 
amusing commentary, n’est ce pa Andy?



And Lastly, Onto Late Finals...............

Mumbai Tower: "Speedbird  702, cleared for takeoff"
Speedbird 702: "Tower, Speedbird  702 switching to departure...by the way as we lifted
off we saw some kind of dead animal on the far end of the runway."
Mumbai Tower: "Air India 63 cleared for takeoff...did you copy the report from 
Speedbird?"
Air India 63: "Roger, Tower, cleared for takeoff... yes, we've already notified our 
caterers."

Thanks to the unknown photographers whose image I have included and my special
thanks, as always, to Michael Jones and Andy Goldsmith for their contributions and

assistance

Brian Richards

Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


